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WESTERN INTEGRATED FAMILY VIOLENCE COMMITTEE 
  

WIFVC MEETING MINUTES 
9.30am –  12.30pm, Thursday 21 February 2019 

 The Dream Factory, 90 Maribyrnong Street, Footscray  
 

Chair:  Sandie de Wolf, WIFVC Independent Chair  
   

Present:  Katie Meehan, Kayla Ta, Caroline Whitehouse, Alga Andreeta, Robyn 
McIvor, Joan Eddy, Nimet Gurleyen, Jeanette Caneos, Adisa Muminovic, 
Mindy Allott, Kathy Prior, Halime Aldemir, Talia Barrett, Susan George, 
Natalie Wallace, Yazmin Nieto, Janelle Cribb, Kristina Skelo, Lisa Bzovy, 
Caitlin Leonard, Patrizia Favorito, Kay O’Connell, Roslyn Leary, Renee 
Cumming, Kaillee Dyke, Sarah Edwards, Alyssa Scott, Tarryn Chapman, 
Maria Singleton, Sarah Langmore, Renee Barnes, Mo Connolly, Anne 
Ingram, Leslie Zambrano, Leah Benjamin, Sophie Campbell, Will Atkinson. 

 
Guests:  Phil Cleary, Victim Survivors’ Advisory Council 
     
 

Minute Taker:  Julie Noonan – WIFVC PSW 
 

Conflict of Interest: N/A 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land on which we meet, the Wurundjeri, 
Boonwurrung and Bunurong peoples of the Kulin Nations, and pay our respects to Elders past and 
present, as well as to community members who are here today’. 
 

1 INTRODUCTIONS & HOUSEKEEPING 

The Chair welcomed everyone to the first WIFVC meeting of 2019, and thanked Joan Eddy for 
chairing the WIFVC meeting on 13 December. Attendees were asked to introduce themselves.  

Sandie advised that Mary D’Elias has moved on from her role at Mackillop and thanked her for 
her valuable contribution to the WIFVC Governance Group. It was noted that the WIFVC will be 
circulating a call for expressions of interest from WIFVC members for the child and family services 
position that is now vacant within the Governance Group. 

 

ACTION WIFVC to circulate an Expression of Interest for the Child and Family Services 
position that is now vacant within the WIFVC Governance Group. 

 
 

2 INTRODUCTION OF GUEST PRESENTERS 
Sandie welcomed our guest speaker, Phil Cleary, Member of the Victim Survivor’s Advisory 
Council.   

 

3 REVIEW & ENDORSE PREVIOUS MINUTES 

Minutes from 13 December 2018 WIFVC meeting were endorsed.  

It was noted that follow up work on Item 4. Client’s Experiences at Magistrates Courts and Family 
Law Courts from the December meeting minutes was currently underway. Conversations are 
being held with CoHealth and Westjustice to progress agreed actions on improving 
victim/survivors experiences of magistrates courts. The PSA has also approached other 

community legal centres in our catchment for engagement and case studies. 
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4 INFORMATION SHARING WORKSHOP REPORT 

4.1 The Information Sharing Workshop Report was tabled for Members. This report was collated 
from member contributions at the December workshop. Sandie acknowledged the work of 
the WIFVC Information Sharing Working Group for their work in pulling this report together. 

4.2 The report identifies internal and external barriers and challenges to implementation of the 
schemes, and Identifies four strategies to support implementation: 

1. Development of additional resources; 

2. Support for change management; 

3. Training; and  

4. Resourcing.  

4.3  Members were asked to feedback on several areas: 

• Does the focus of this report resonate with members?  

• Are these barriers and strategies still applicable at this stage of the implementation?  

• Are there any other contributions people would like to make?  
There were no further comments or contributions from those in attendance and the Report 
was accepted as accurate and reflective of current priorities. 

4.4 It was noted that information sharing in court outcomes around custody (in terms of keeping 
the perpetrator held to account) are complex when some services are not willing to allow 
themselves to be formally identified. Sandie agree that it would be good to explore this 
further in discussions with the PSA and Information Sharing Working Group. 

4.5 Members expressed there is a lack of general education around generic requests and how 
these will be managed, along with clarifying expectations around record keeping procedures 
and how evaluation will be undertaken. The PSA advised that Family Safety Victoria have 
indicated that they will undertake a 2-year review of the ISS. 

4.6 The next step is to provide the Information Sharing Workshop Report to Family Safety 
Victoria and seek a meeting to discuss the outcomes and work needed to address 
implementation. Anna Wark, Practice Innovation Advisor with DVVIC, is actively involved in 
the WIFVC Information Sharing Working Group to ensure that we are complementing and 
not duplicating the work being done at a state-wide level.  

4.7 The WIFVC Governance Group have agreed in principle to utilise the small grant for WIFVC’s 
community education fund ($9,500) to undertake targeted support for WIFVC members 
implementing the schemes. It was noted that 70% of WIFVC members are prescribed under 
the Information Sharing Schemes and therefore work in this space would have a significant 
impact for the WIFVC. Informed by the Information Sharing Workshop Report, a survey will 
be developed by the Information Sharing Working Group and sent to prescribed 
organisations to assist us in informing the tailored support required. A survey of WIFVC 
Members will be undertaken in March to ensure a targeted approach is developed.  

4.8 Members interested in joining the Information Sharing Working Group can contact the PSA.  

 

ACTION WIFVC Members who are interested in joining the Information Sharing Working 
Group can contact Renee Cumming, Principal Strategic Advisor on 
renee@whwest.org.au 

 Informed by the Information Sharing Workshop Report, a survey will be developed 
by the Information Sharing Working Group and sent to prescribed organisations to 
assist us in informing the tailored support required for the expenditure of WIFVC’s 
Community Education Fund.  
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5 GUEST SPEAKER – PHIL CLEARY, VICTIM SURVIVORS’ ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Phil provided an overview of his role on the Victim Survivors’ Advisory Council and his personal 
experience of family violence.  Points from his presentation included: 

5.1 The make-up of the VSA Council and their own personal stories of family violence.  

5.2 How we work collaboratively to embed a victim-centred response across the service system 
and to ensure that the campaign against violence remains on the agenda. 

5.3 The importance of victim/survivor voices informing policy reform and service delivery and 
valuing the lived experience.  

5.4 Finding a new way to speak about people who are impacted by their family/friends being 
murdered (not victim/survivors). 

5.5 Wanting to challenge victim/survivors to provide objectivity when telling their story, to 
maximise the power of their message.  

5.6 He acknowledged the great work that had been done by campaigners and client facing 

workers in assisting the Royal Commission to put together the recommendations that it has. 
 

Members were encouraged to ask questions and share the experiences of their organisations. 
Questions and feedback included: 

5.7 Frustration that even if police do the work, it still comes back to the judicial system and the 
courts and how they are going to respond. Phil encouraged collective action to force 
institutions to respond.  

5.8 Feedback from victim/survivors is very powerful. We need to find a way to work with 
victim/survivors to give them a voice and agency to inform our services, programs and 
policies. Phil suggested clear objectivity is important.  

5.9 There needs to be the investment in men’s behaviour change program research and to 
evaluate what is being done in that space and how effective it is. The Relationships 
Australia’s Men’s Behaviour Program is currently working with Monash University to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the Program.  

5.10  Seeking an understanding of the role that VSAC plays in finding solutions as well as 
highlighting the issues. Phil advised that VSAC has played a role in changing the conversation 
around the separation and safety of perpetrators and victims in the court system but there is 
more work to be done. 

5.11 Lack of resources to support women in prison and women post-release is an issue. Post 
release women aren’t able to access refuges because of their past substance abuse. Phil felt 
we needed a bigger conversation around this.  

5.12 The Law and Advocacy Centre for women have been doing assessments on women who are 
presenting for criminal representation and family violence is rife. They are voicing advocacy 
and representing women with counter claim IVO’s. 

5.13 Women’s Health West have developed a demonstration project with a focus on early 
intervention to address family violence when families do wish to stay together. Funding for 
this program is coming to an end in June and the concern is that all the good work will not be 
continued. Question around VSAC’s interest in early intervention. Phil advised that to date 
their priority has been on perpetrator intervention. Sandie de Wolf advised that this will be a 
priority in the second report from the Family Violence Reform Implementation Monitor, Tim 
Cartwright. 

5.14 WestCASA Trauma Counselling Program for Women have found that because it’s a trauma 
program rather than a family violence program a large number of women are accessing it. 
Family Safety Victoria are interested in having a representative women who has been 
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in/currently in the prison system join the Victim Survivors’ Advisory Council. Phil advised that 
he was interested in having further conversation about this.  

 

Contact details: 

Phil Cleary and Will Atkinson, VSAC Communications Manager can be contacted with questions or 
for further information on the work of VASC at vsac@familysafety.vic.gov.au 

 

ACTION Seek a representative from No to Violence to present at a future WIFVC meeting 
about the work they are doing with perpetrators in the region and the No to 
Violence report.   

 

6 SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION  

Members were broken in to groups to reflect on: 

• The methods they are using to ensure our programs/services are responsive to clients’ needs.   

• Are victim survivors/clients involved in the evaluation of your program/service? 

 

Feedback from groups below: 

6.1 How are we currently centring victim survivors/clients in our work? 

• Formal and informal methods being used 

• Client surveys – informs themes and reports and directions of how to improve services 

• Advocacy work by the organisation 

• Working groups – including Child Safe standard (voice of child) 

• Client participant groups 

• Youth participation in all levels of organisation and panels 

• Reflective practice creating program change based on consumer (victim/survivor) 
experiences and feedback 

• Looking at processes and systems and adapting to better support clients 

• ‘Speak out Program’ being delivered in the East with advocates trained and supported to 
define their messages, and present to groups.  

 
6.2  Are victim survivors/clients involved in the evaluation of your program/service? 

• Research participation through a university 

• Early stages of data collection across various programs 

• Client feedback forms 

• Consumer participation surveys 

• Clients interviewed by auditor 

• Twice yearly invitation to men and women (separately) to provide feedback 

• Individual feedback at the end of counselling work 

• Victim/survivor advisory group formed in the last 12 months 

• Financial counsellors have more success in receiving responses to surveys as opposed to 
family violence surveys sent to clients 

• Feedback boxes in waiting room 

• Two services are employing ex consumers to greet people in waiting rooms 

• Shared sector-wide survey 

• Providing a feedback model and a complaints model 

• Staff surveys (anonymous) 

• Notebook/journal to encourage clients to write ‘something’ – (whatever they want) 

• Focus groups re Orange Door. 

mailto:vsac@familysafety.vic.gov.au
mailto:vsac@familysafety.vic.gov.au
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6.3 Challenges in evaluating the experiences of survivors/clients: 

• Challenges around getting formal avenues for voices to be integrated into the work that 
our organisation does 

• Lots of missed opportunities for consultation due to time frames  

• Structured feedback opportunities can miss more incidental feedback 

• Short term projects are harder to integrate client voices 

• Workers fear that clients will complain about other things related to the service 

• Don’t have the resources to follow up issues (unsure what questions to ask or tools to 
use) 

• Challenge in engaging people in feedback when they’re in crisis. The client can’t 
necessarily be reflective of the service or in the right space to do so.  

• Challenge to bring the clients into working groups due to confidentiality and not having 
the right space to express themselves 

• Can be difficult to implement change – structural problems 

• Need to target feedback specifically not just random/general feedback 

• Finding a victim/survivor who is independent, can think strategically and systematically, is 
solution focussed, who has reflected on their experience, wants to share it and is past 
their trauma 

• Often send evaluations but don’t receive them back 

• Impact of victim/survivors sharing their story and how we can best support them 

• We don’t do enough! Services are limited in what they can do due to short term funding 
challenges. 

 
6.4  Did Phil’s presentation lead anyone to think about how they may do more to centre victim 

survivors/clients in our work? 

• Specific training for victim survivors to have their voices heard in public domain (in WIFVC 
and VSAC). To write up their stories in a way they are happy to share. 

• Training women to be able to talk to tertiary services with ongoing support and 
mentoring and case management. Reference to regional program funded through Legal 
Services Board. 

• Work with a journalist to train up victim/survivors who wish to speak publicly 

• Feedback from clients voices into VSAC 

• Involve clients in ‘Walk against violence’ and other activism walks. They could be 
supported to get to the walk by WIFVC. 

• Waiting room feedback book  

• Community members inputting to quality and risk committee  

• Consideration to be given to representatives attending WIFVC Governance Group 
meetings 

• Community advisory groups 

• Ask for input throughout case management  

• Involve clients in focus groups 

• Victim survivor advisors 

• Reform of Family Violence funding is a good opportunity to engage clients 

• Students doing Masters around victim/survivor experiences could work with 
organisations around research to inform practice 

• Innovative ways of victim/survivor sharing experiences such as animated videos with 
voices of victim/survivors sharing experiences (i.e. to share safely and with support).  
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7 WIFVC DRAFT ACTION PLAN 

7.1   The draft WIFVC Action Plan, informed by the WIFVC workshop in June 2018 and facilitated 
by Cath Smith as part of the governance review process, was circulated for discussion and 
comment. This two year plan is aimed at identifying accessible and achievable strategic 
priorities for WIFVC Members to work towards and will inform the work that we all do to 
support the integration of family violence responses in the West. 

7.2 It was noted that the WIFVC has a broad membership and each member’s 
focus/contribution will be different. It is for this reason that the Action Plan provides 
broad priority statements with the understanding that common priorities are identified 
and worked towards collectively.  

7.3   The Action Plan outlined four priorities areas: 

1. Priority One: Governance and System Leadership 

2. Priority Two: Integration of Reform Initiatives 

3. Priority Three: Workforce Development 

4. Service Data Collection and Local Area Profiling 

7.4 The four priority areas outlined in the Action Plan arise from recommendations from the 
Family Violence Regional Integration Project, a report that was circulated to members 
late last year. This Report aims to strengthen regional integration for committees such as 
the WIFVC across the state.  

7.5 Each of the four Priorities outlined in the Action Plan has points of focus that speak to 
the needs of our region and ‘what success looks like’.  

7.6 A review of the Action Plan is due in September 2020.  

7.7 Meeting attendees were broken up in to groups to focus on one priority area each. 
Members were asked to comment on whether the priority area resonated with WIFVC’s 
needs in the region.  

7.8 Feedback from the session will be collated and reflected upon by the Governance Group 
in finalising the Action Plan.  

 

8 WESTERN REGIONAL FAMILY VIOLENCE GOVERNANCE NETWORK MAP 2019 

8.1 The Western Regional Family Violence Governance Network Map was tabled for feedback. 

The Network Map is aiming to capture all of the various family violence governance 
structures in our catchment.   

8.2 Members were asked to contact PSA if they identify any missing networks; anything that 
has been misidentified or is no longer in operation.  

 

ACTION Western Regional Family Violence Governance Network Map 2019: WIFVC 
Members to advise PSA of any missing networks, anything that has been 
misidentified or is no longer in operation.  
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9 OTHER BUSINESS 
9.1 Flexible Support Packages 

Patrizia Favorito, Women’ Health West, advised that there are funds available for these 
packages and Members are encouraged to apply for funding. Women’s Health West are 
happy to speak to staff groups about how these funds can be used if required. Contact 
Patrizia at Women’s Health West on whwest@whwest.org.au to find out more.  

 

 

Thank you to you all for your participation and contributions. 
 

Next meeting scheduled for Thursday, 11th April 2019, 9.30am – 12.30pm  
at the Caroline Springs Library, 193-201 Caroline Springs Boulevard, Caroline Springs –          

Meeting rooms 3+4.  
 

mailto:whwest@whwest.org.au
mailto:whwest@whwest.org.au

